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THOR HAN

Message
Thor Han: What is happening at the moment is that a lot of places on Terra have been cleaned,
you can feel it in the air as you speak, in the air, in the vibration, the atmosphere, the force around

you.  The undergrounds of  your  planet  are not  yet  all  cleaned,  but a  lot  of  places have been

liberated. I cannot unfortunately disclose the places that are still at war in the undergrounds of your
planet, but let me tell you that it is in a very good way and the secret groups in your government
are panicking. My message today is to hold on, to your high vibration, hold on hope, hold on
strength. Do not surrender to the Dark because they will try to make you believe that you are lost,

that you have no other solution than to go their way, and unfortunately a lot of Terrans are doing

this at the moment. I know Annax wanted to give his point of view which is always slightly different

from mine. I am more practical; Annax is more in the spheres of the spirit. I want to tell you not to
al;ow yourself  to  be vulnerable;  the forces of  the dark who insert  anger  into the heart  of  the

Terrans, they are trying to split you in different entities, parts, molecules of molecules of the same
body, they are trying to divide you, they are trying to dismantle your unity because it is only with
unity that you are going to win this war, unity unifying your hearts in peace, loving each other of
your same species, this is important. Stop giving out to anger against your species, against the

races that are part of the same species as yours, you are not different races, Maytra  and Zetas are

different races, Terran human and Terran human are same race, species, your races are not that

different, stop this, love each other, you are all on the same little planet. I wish I would give you an

image of where I am transmitting this message frow. Stop fighting among  yourselves,  brothers,
sisters, children, parents, you are all related because you are all born from the same ground, the

same rock in  space evolving around the star.  This is  really,  really saddening to see so many

Terrans giving out their energy, their lives to dark forces. Stop talking about it, stop spreading fear

and violence, you will not be divided! Unite in love and in peace, all equals as one species. This is
my message, this is a message from my heart and a message from my colleagues here. We are

talking about it a lot, but we have hope because we know who you are.


